
5. HM | DCC & HM7000 – Reset your HM7000 
 

In HM | DCC & HM7000 - First Setup, we explored linking your HM7000 to HM | DCC. This locks the 

HM7000 to your phone or tablet, ensuring no other users can control your locomotive.  

It is vital that for each HM7000 decoder connected to HM | DCC, you note down the 12 Digit Device 

Reset Passcode(s).  

To do this, double tap on the Settings ‘  ‘ icon, scroll the bottom of the screen and then tap on 

Export Device Reset Codes. Then, save the Device Reset Codes using an appropriate app (Notes etc), 

or send them to a trusted friend in a message or email. This will allow you to always Reset your 

decoder back to Default Settings.  

Deleting the HM | DCC app from your phone or tablet will reset the entire app back to Default App 

Settings and any locomotives and HM Devices stored will be lost.  

Please note: Your HM7000(s) will remain locked to the previously deleted version of the app. 

Therefore, before deleting the HM | DCC app it is always advised to perform the Unlink & Delete 

Device process for all HM7000 decoders first. Please see the HM | DCC & HM7000 – Unlink & Delete 

HM7000 from your phone or tablet section for advice on how to do this. 

If this cannot be done, the HM7000 decoders can be Reset back to Default Settings to allow you to 

Link them back to the HM | DCC app. You will need your 12 Digit Device Reset Passcode(s) at hand 

to do this for each of your HM7000 decoders. 

If you have lost your Device Reset Passcode(s), please contact HM.customercare@hornby.com 

where a 1-use Device Reset Passcode can be provided for you for each decoder you wish to Reset. 

Ensure your Bluetooth® & Wi-Fi are turned on in your phone or tablet settings and you are 

connected to the internet. 

To Reset a HM7000 decoder, double tap the Settings ‘  ‘ Icon.  

Tap on Link Device. 

Tap on Start Scan and wait for the scan to finish. You should notice your decoder (HM7000-_ _ _ _) 

pop-up under the Resettable Devices section. 

If your device has not been found*, please ensure that your locomotive is powered correctly and tap 

Restart Scan.  

*Ensure that the HM7000 is not connected to another previously used phone or tablet, you can 

temporarily turn off Bluetooth® on any other phone or tablet to ensure this does not happen. If the 

HM7000 decoder is connected to another phone or tablet, the Scan process will not find the 

decoder to Reset or Link to.  

Tap on your decoder (HM7000-_ _ _ _) and a Reset Device prompt will appear. Insert your 12-Digit 

Device Reset Passcode for your decoder. Each reset code will be specific to each HM7000 decoder. If 

the Reset process fails, ensure that you check the 4-Digit code (HM7000-_ _ _ _) at the end of your 

HM7000’s name correlates to the correct 12-Digit Device Reset Passcode previously saved. Also, 
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ensure your Bluetooth® & Wi-Fi are turned on in your phone or tablet settings and is connected to 

the internet. 

Once the Reset is complete, please Power-Cycle your decoder by removing the locomotive from the 

track, waiting 5 seconds, and replacing the locomotive. If you have a Power Bank installed, you will 

have to wait up to 60 seconds for your HM7000 to power down.  

Your HM7000 will now be Reset and ready to Device Link to any phone or tablet. 

Please note: Another phone or tablet can Reset the HM7000 by inputting the 12 Digit Device Reset 

Passcode on the Link Device screen. This will Unlink the device from any currently Linked phone or 

tablet. Please note: This will not Delete the HM7000 decoder from HM | DCC and will cause it to 

desync. If this occurs, you can tap on the Unlink & Delete Device function on the Manage Device 

screen for your HM7000. This will fail due to the HM | DCC app trying to find a HM7000 that is no 

longer Linked. But, after the 3rd attempt a Force Delete button will be available.  

Tap on the Force Delete button at the bottom of the screen to remove the HM7000 decoder from 

HM | DCC. 

It is always advised to use the Unlink & Delete Device function prior to another phone or tablet 

Resetting or Device Linking to the HM7000 decoder. 

If any issues occur, please read the troubleshooting section on the Hornby.com website, or 

alternatively contact HM.customercare@hornby.com for 1-use Device Reset Passcode(s) for your 

HM7000 and specialised assistance. 
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